
 

 

New Jobs 
10-09-00:   Maryland 
Transportation          
Authority @ Lighting     
I-95/I-395 and I-95/    
I-895 Interchanges. 

 

10-10-00:  The Lane 
Construction Company 
@ I-66 Third Lane    
Widening,               
Communication        
Systems. 

 

10-11-00: Sharpe 
Brothers @ US 220, 
Randolph County, NC, 
Signing and Lighting. 

 

10-12-00: Maryland 
Transportation         
Authority @ Overheight        
Vehicle Detection     
System—Baltimore    
Harbor Tunnel. 

 

10-13-00: North     
Carolina Department of 
Transportation @      
Relocation of ITS Hub, 
Mecklenburg County. 

 

10-14-00: Metro      
Paving @ Rock Creek 
and Potomac Parkway, 
Lighting, Signals and 
Signing. 
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Midasco Acquires PLC Inc. in Charlotte, NC 
I want to announce that Midasco LLC has acquired certain assets of PLC, Inc., a 
traffic  signal installation contractor in Charlotte, NC.  We were interested in this 
acquisition because Charlotte has historically been an active transportation      
market and we expect it to continue to be active well into the future.  PLC’s office 
will become Midasco’s Charlotte area satellite office and will complement           
Midasco’s existing offices in Fayetteville, NC and Atlanta, GA in its southern region. 

 
This acquisition gives Midasco immediate access to the office, yard, critical        
personnel and contacts of PLC.  We did not acquire PLC’s backlog of work, which 
they are responsible for and expect to substantially finish in about one year.  When 
their work is complete, Midasco will purchase PLC’s equipment, small tools,       
inventory and fixtures.  As of the  closing on June 11, 2010, PLC stopped bidding 
new work and all new work will be pursued as Midasco LLC.   

 
PLC has been run for fifteen years by the Gray family.  Pat, as the owner, was     
responsible for overall company operations including estimating.  Chris, Pat’s son, 
was responsible for overseeing field operations.  Pat wrote the following as part of 
a letter to her customers announcing the acquisition, which exemplifies the       
professionalism, customer focus and family values that led us to join forces: 

 
Thank you for the trust and confidence that you have shown PLC over the 
last  seventeen years.  All of us at PLC, especially the Gray family,             
appreciate the relationship that we have developed over the years.  You are 
near and dear to our hearts.  In order to continue to serve you with the 
highest level of quality, we have made a difficult decision.  It is with         
sadness and excitement that I announce that PLC has sold certain of its 
assets to Midasco…I am committed to remaining at Midasco and            
personally ensuring that all existing work and new work will be managed 
with the same expertise and dedication that you 
have come to expect.  In fact, our ability to serve you 
is enhanced as we look forward to bringing to you the 
additional services of Midasco LLC. 

 

We will be working in the coming months to integrate the 
Charlotte office into Midasco’s operations.  In the    
meantime, please join me in welcoming Pat, Chris and 
their team to Midasco. 

Michael Filipczak     
President 
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Job Postings 

MIDASCO is building for tomorrow – We are looking for energetic, self motivated and experienced Traffic Signal        
Technicians, Foremen, Electricians, ITS Technicians, Superintendents, and Project Managers.  Join the leader in 
the industry by calling Rick at 410-579-6732 or email at rtormo@midasco.net EOE. 
 
REMINDER TO ALL CURRENT EMPLOYEES:   MIDASCO, LLC also promotes growth from within the organization.  For 
those who are interested in advancement, please feel free to contact a member of the Human Resources           
Department for further details. 
 
MIDASCO is constantly seeking those who want to start, continue or advance their career with the industry leader.  
We look for those who have drive, curiosity and a solid work ethic to be a part of the growth and prosperity that lies 
in front of us.  Please ask a member of the Human Resources department regarding our Continuing Education    
Reimbursement Program. 

401K  
If there are any questions regarding your 401K, or any personal financial matters you may need assistance with, 
please contact Jay Michels or Robin Degener with CBIZ for American Funds at (800) 445-7447.   

For further information regarding any of the information presented here, please feel free to contact Tenea 
Clements at 410-579-6703 in the office or email at tclements@midasco.net  or Rick Tormo at 410-579-6732 in 
the office,  cell phone 410-365-4605 or email rtormo@midasco.net. 

There are a number of reasons why individuals should take vacations and utilize their PTO.   

1. Mental refreshment 
2. Physical refreshment 
3. Productivity:  studies find that after returning to work from a vacation that individuals are more productive in 
 their work. 
4. It promotes creativity:  A good vacation can help us to reconnect with ourselves, friends, and family.  This 
 helps you get back to feeling your best. 
5. It can keep you healthy:  Taking regular time off to ‘recharge your batteries’, it helps lower your stress levels, 
 provides your body the opportunity to rest and relax which can keep you healthier. 
6. Promotes overall well-being:  One study found that three days after vacation, individuals reported their physical 
 complaints and their quality of sleep and mood had improved as compared to what is was before their             
 vacation.  In some individuals, these gains were still present five weeks later.  Mayoclinic.com) 
 
Midasco provides its employees with this valuable benefit (paid time off).  We encourage all 
employees to use this time, to recharge themselves and most importantly spend time with 
their loved ones.  Taking time off whether to relax at home or travel is good for the           
individual, their families, and the company.  A relaxed, happy, and healthy employee 
is more productive and creative employee. 

Bottom line:  Taking the time away from the stresses of daily life can give us the break we 
need so that we can return to our lives refreshed and better equipped to handle whatever 
comes. 

Rick Tormo                
H.R. Director 

Human Resources: Benefits of Paid Time Off (PTO) 
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1. Bill Burton:  For the NAV AIDS job come up with a method for identifying workers with and without their 
   driver’s licenses. Perhaps a hard hat sticker for those without their license, those with their 
   CDL A and B licenses. 

     Action Taken: Increase communications regarding drivers. When a new employee arrives, the  
   Superintendent, Foremen, and new employee should meet to discuss the expectations of 
   the job. Asking them about the status of their driver’s license should be part of the  
   conversation. Each Office Manager should keep a running list of the employees and their 
   license status.    

 

2. Sherri Williams: Have a Subcontractor Log in the Admin Folder to help track the flow of the full execution of 
     Subcontracts and the Certificate of insurance for the proper language and time limits. 

     Action Taken: Controller Shanon Sadaka has approved the idea. Sherri Williams already created the 
   Subcontractor Log; it is now available for everyone to use.  Shanon will role out the new log 
   to all of the Admin staff.  

 

4. Admin                  In order to keep in compliance with the DOT, once a repair to a vehicle has been completed   
Meeting: a signed slip from the mechanic needs to be filed in the vehicle for up to 30 days.  Have the 
 mechanic slip printed in duplicate, so that once work is completed by the mechanic a copy 
 can be filed in the truck right away. The original copy is forwarded to Laura Cordrey in the 
 Fleet Department for filing.  

 

4. Bill Harkleroad: Have extra pins and attach to the hitch so the pins will always be available when you need 
 to hook something up.   

       Action Taken: It is the Operator's responsibility to check for pins at the beginning and end of each shift. 
 Extra pins will be provided in the truck and/or at each job site location. 

 

6. Alden Caton: Mount warning tape on the rear of our trucks, “This vehicles makes frequent turns/stops. 
 Avoid following too close.”    

       Action Taken: The Safety Director will get some pricing on warning decals/magnetic signs for the back of 
 our trucks.                                                                                                                        

       

The Idea System is receiving an influx of productive ideas from the Operations team.  One of the ways ideas are 
coming from the field is through in the comments section of the Daily Vehicle Inspection Reports.   
                
           

 

Idea System 

Carden Snider                     
Human Resources Associate 



Employee Spotlight: Paul Elliott, Jr.  
Astrologists have often spoken of Scorpio’s being perceptive, determined, and resourceful.  If you have the         
opportunity to meet or work with Paul Elliot, Jr., you will find that these qualities are true and he demonstrates 
them each and every day.  Paul started working for Midsaco on January 8, 2010 as a Foreman in our Hampton, 
Virginia office.  Paul has worked in the industry since 1994 with several general contractors that are also            
customers of Midasco, including Skanska and E.V. Williams.  Although many of the skills have translated directly 
from his past experience to his current position, there has been an inevitable 
learning curve, especially the hands on training and constant interaction with 
his crew.  In Paul’s words, “I can see more of an impact of my Supervision in 
the final process of what I am doing and it’s great.  The calluses are new, but 
it’s all part of the job.” 

Paul has worked on the following Midasco projects:  05-19 installing duct 
banks at Norfolk International Terminals, 08-03 installing signage at the    
Norfolk Light Rail Line and 10-02 coordinating subcontractors at the City of 
Colonial Heights traffic signal upgrades. 

When I asked Paul what he did in his spare time he kind of laughed and said 
that he’s been taking paperwork home with him to learn more about the      
electrical side of our business and is working on improving his crew’s         
efficiency.  However, it was also apparent that he is finding some personal 
time considering he just celebrated his one month wedding anniversary!  In 
addition, Paul is an avid hunter. 

Paul is very personable, friendly and determined, so please look out for him and introduce yourself the next time 
you are in the Hampton Roads area.  Welcome aboard, Paul, and congratulations on your recent marriage! 
          

Tenea Clements                                                                                                                                                             
Human Resource Generalist        
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New Employees 2nd Quarter 
Manuel Espina-Jacome—Laborer Rodrigo Valenzuela-Huepe—Laborer  Adolfo Asim Penny—Laborer                        

Jose Guzman—Laborer   Nelson Alvarado—Laborer   Dennis Joel Zelaya—Laborer       

Luis Alonzo-Velasquez—Laborer     Romeo Guzman—Laborer   James Freeman—Laborer  

Jose Luis Rivera-Arana—Laborer Marco Portillo-Lopez— Laborer   Mark Cecil—Laborer       

Lorenzo Bostick— Laborer  Curtis Brown—Laborer    Robert Beach—Foreman 

Robert Murphey—Operator  Matthew Brendle—Technical Manager  Rachel Vega—Office Manager 

David Wright—Superintendent              Tanya  Parsley—Office Manager  Kai Filipczak—Laborer          

Eugene Rice—Operator   Benjamin Inabinett, Jr.  - Laborer  Steve Anderson—Mechanic 

Michael Klohr— Project Manager Lisa Gauger—Estimating   Darrel Rice—Laborer 

Jennifer Williams—Accounts Payable Christopher Gray—Superintendent   

Skip Stevens—Project Manager  Albert Zentgraf—Foreman 

David Wright—Superintendent  Pat  Gray—Project Manager 

Jose Gomez—Foreman    

   

Paul Elliott                               
Foreman, Hampton, VA 
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Fleet for Thought 
Hot weather can be rough on cars.  Higher temperatures speed up a car's wear and tear, as fluids and lubricants 
break down more quickly.  But by following the manufacturer's recommended maintenance schedule (see your 
car's owner's manual) and taking the following precautions, your car will be ready for a long, hot summer:  

 Consider a pre-trip inspection by a qualified technician before you leave.  Repairs made on the road may 
be more costly, and disrupt your vacation plans. 

 Operationally, check the air conditioning, and inspect the belts and hoses.  You may want to have a service         
professional inspect the entire system. 

 Inspect batteries and battery cables for corrosion, cracks and dirt.  Hot weather can shorten a battery's 
life, so have it tested if it's near the end of its warranty.  It's a lot easier to replace a dying battery before a 
trip than replace a dead one on the side of the road. 

 Have a licensed brake adjuster inspect your brake pads and linings for wear. 

 Change the engine oil and filter according to the manufacturer's service intervals and specifications.  The 
service technician should also check the coolant, brake, automatic transmission, windshield wiper and 
power steering fluids. 

 Replace ragged wiper blades. 

 Check the air pressure in all tires, including the spare, to make sure they are properly inflated.  Uneven or 
excessive tread wear are signs that it may be time for rotation or even replacement. 

 Test your car's interior and exterior lights, including turn signals and high beams, to make sure they work. 
This is also a good time to clean the lenses to get maximum visibility. 

 Change your car's air filters according to the manufacturer's service intervals and specifications.  A dirty air 
filter lowers gas mileage and reduces engine performance. 

 A service professional should inspect the radiator, pressure cap, belts and hoses.  Flush and refill the      
cooling system according to the manufacturer's service intervals and specifications.  

 Check engine light.  Never leave on a long trip with your car's "check engine light" or "malfunction indicator 
light" lit up.  This light alerts you to a malfunction if it's on while driving your car.  If this light is on, have the 
problem diagnosed by a qualified technician before you leave. 

Mark Malamphy     
Fleet Manager 



“PAM QUIZ”:  Answers 
Here are the answers to the PAM quiz in the last newsletter: 

1. List the 5 status types that should be used when updating the PCO Log status column. 

Answer:  Pending, Rejected, Closed, Paid and Not Submitted. 

 

2. Which Timberline Report compares estimated cost to actual cost for each item by category? 

Answer:  Job Cost (as of a specific date).  

 

3. What is the website for the online resource available to Project Staff to train them on Timberline’s Project      
Management module?  The online based program allows users to choose short prerecorded sessions to view at 
his/her convenience.  Give the full address.  

Answer:  http://sageu.com/cre/ed/courses.htm 

 

4. The PAM outlines how job related documents such as foreman’s reports, outgoing & ingoing letters, contract      
documents, photos, pay requisitions, subcontractor daily reports, etc. should be saved on the server.  The limit 
on the file names, which includes the complete path to the file, is how many characters? 

Answer:  255 characters 

 

5. What is the first step in the job set-up sheet? 

Answer:  The first step is for an Executive to fill in the job number. 

 

6. Midasco requires employees to attend weekly safety discussions conducted by either the superintendent or   
project manager.  The focus of the discussion is the weekly Tool Box Topic provided by the Safety Manager.  The 
Tool Box Talk featured in the PAM discusses how to handle what three circumstances? 

Answer:  Sever bleeding; concrete in eyes;  foreign particle in eyes 

 

7. What is the OEIR and who is responsible for preparing it?  How often? 

Answer:  Operator Equipment Inspection Report filled out daily by each driver/operator that is using the 
equipment. 

 

8. How do temporary structures get paid under Stored Materials in Maryland? 

Answer:  They don’t.  There is no Stored Material payment in MD for  
temporary structures.  (We thought this was trick question but everyone 
got it right!)   

 

We had quite a few answers to our quiz this time but even though this was an 
open book “test” only one person got all the questions right.  Congratulations 
again to Melissa Haber, Assistant PM in NOVA.  You may recall that Melissa 
was the winner to a previous quiz.  She is the MIDASCO puzzle master!!!! 

 

Kathy Conti CFO 

Shanon Sadaka Controller 
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Melissa Haber, Assistant Project 
Manager from the Northern        
Virginia Office is the winner of the 
PAM Quiz! 



Paul A. Elliott Jr. joined the Midasco Team as a Foreman on January 8, 2010 and has 
been a great addition to the Hampton office.  Paul was instrumental on the                
05-19-06 – NIT job site, where he displayed a determined work ethic to get the job 
done with efficiency which prevented additional unnecessary man-hours.  Paul’s      
dedication not only has earned him this bonus, but should reflect to the NIT project that 
Midasco, LLC has proficient and skilled employees who are dedicated to getting the job 
completed safely, properly, and in a timely manner.  We encourage him to keep up the 
great work ethic.  

Congratulations and keep up the good work! 

Shawn Frick                                                                                                                             
Superintendent, Hampton, VA 
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Top Bonus Earner: Paul Elliott, 
Foreman in Hampton, VA.  

The Hampton office, in the first six months of this year, has seen the addition of three new projects.   

 The City of Colonial Heights Signal Project, (10-02-00). 
 Richmond Airport Signing Project. (10-03-00). 
 Richmond Airport Connector Road Project, (10-07-00), which we are teamed with Prime Contractor American       
 Infrastructure. 
 
The current project, Hillsville Bypass – 07-16-00, with Prime Contractor Branch Highways, is finally moving          
forward.  
 

The Hampton team has just come out of a successful massive push to get eighteen intersections in downtown    
Norfolk into substantial completion for the Prime Contractor Skanska.  Way to go team Hampton!  I would like to 
extend a special thanks to the Midasco employees from ICC, Nova, and Baltimore/Elkridge 
who assisted in helping us advance this project to substantial completion. 

The Hampton office, since the beginning of the year has added five new employees to our 
team.  We would like to welcome Chris Jones, Fred Killian, James Warren, Foreman Paul    
Elliott and returning Foreman Stan Bartholomew.  

The Hampton office will keep pressing forward to advance Midasco, LLC into the New Year 
as one of the “Premiere Specialty Infrastructure Contractors”, in the Mid Atlantic region by 
2012.   

Top Bonus Earner for 2nd Quarter of 2010 

Tulsa Sturges            
Senior                              
Project Manager 

Team Hampton, VA 

Sheila Jones                       
Office Manager 

David Floyd                                  
Assistant Project Manager 

Shawn Frick                              
Superintendent 

Tillman Turner                             
Warehouse Manager 

Mark Murray                                          
Mechanic 
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Health News:  Pass (on) the Salt  
It’s a fixture on breakfast, lunch, and dinner tables across the    
nation: the salt shaker. 

It looks innocent enough, sitting there beside the pepper and     
inviting you to sprinkle just a little more over your meal. But the 
truth is, too much salt can be deadly, increasing risks for heart 
attack, stroke, heart failure, and kidney failure. 

According to the Institute of Medicine, the average American     
consumes more than 3,400 milligrams of sodium each day, far 
more than the recommended maximum of 2,300 milligrams. 

Experts from the Institute of Medicine’s Committee on Strategies 
to Reduce Sodium Intake think it’s time to take a stand for our 
over salted nation. 

Experts on the committee recommend that the FDA impose mandates on safe levels of sodium, regulating the 
amount of salt that food manufacturers and restaurants are allowed to add to their products. 

Despite industry groups’ opposition of the idea of mandatory salt reduction, reports WebMD, supporters claim that 
the results could save 100,000 lives in the United States each year. 

Whether or not the FDA gets involved, you might want to consider putting down the shaker yourself, and              
encouraging your employees to do the same for the sake of their health. After all, garden-fresh vegetables and 
other nutritious foods don’t need any help to taste great. 

Corporate Wellness Advisor Personal Best Resource                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
http://corporatewellnessadvisor.com/daily/employee-health-programs/pass-on-the-salt/                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Written by: Julie Bosche,  

Ways to Add Flavor to Your Food Without Using Salt: 

 Garlic Powder or cook with fresh garlic 

 Onion Powder or cook with fresh onion 

 Olive Oil 

 Mrs. Dash (available in 15 different flavors)  

 Chili Powder 

 Curry Powder 

 Black Pepper 

 Oregano 

 Thyme 

 Basil 

 Cilantro 

 Chili Peppers        

   Lemon/Limes       
                  

Carden Snider                   
Human Resources Associate                                                   



2010 2nd Quarter Safety Committee Meeting 
Zero Incident/Accident Quarterly Safety Award Winners Received                    

Safety T-Shirts 
Bill Harkleroad  Rick Walton  Billy Page   James Hartwell      Ed Heck                  
Tim Sprague  Tillman Turner  Mack Harrell  Lester Jacome  Tibebe Tafesse     
KenPage  Joseph Sandoval, II Melvin Mayorga Paul Orellana  Santos Espinal      
Jason Portock  Bill Burton, IV  Marvin Edwards, Jr. Donald Fitzgerald Daniel Spears      
Juan Escobar  Randall Scott  Silvestre Gudiel Ron Duhs  Henry Gudiel       
Oscar Castellon Jeff Landerman Javier Lopez-Portillo Marcus Reeves, Jr. Joe Rodgers          
Ben Davies  Ronnie Upchurch Brian Joyner  Jose Villalba  John Herring        
Mark Murray  Mike Weaver  Al Minear  Sonny Stewart  Jose Gudiel-Ramirez 
George Thompson Napoleaon Martinez Robert Brown  Dery Gudiel  Greg Arnette          
Paul Elliott, Jr.  Pablo Castillo  Kevin Merritt  Kevin Ashbey, Sr. Kevin Ashbey, Jr. 
Chris Robertson Richard Henderson Robert Knowles, III Darbin Arita Portillo Wilman Carballo 
Ronnie Peralta  Edras Saavedra Jasper Williams, Jr. Chris Jones  Elder Castro-Arriaza 
Edgar Linares  Alberto Sandoval Raul Sandoval  Carter Starling  Jose Carcamo-Abrejo 
Alex Carcamo-Abrejo     Jairo Guzman-Amaya Jose Espana Castillo                                                                                                                                                               
Helmer Andrade-Alvarado                                                                                                                                                        
Erick Melendrez-Jacome                                                                                                                                                  
Elmer Jose Sandoval Marin                                                                                                                                              
Fidencio Hernandez-Velasco                                                                                                                                                      
Rene Echeverria-Monge                                                                                                                                            
Servelio Echeverris-Serrano                                                                                                                                                       
Santos Samir Almendares Espinl    
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2nd Quarter Zero                       
Incident/Accident Safety winners 
in Hampton: Danny Spears, Fred 
Killian, Chris Jones, Brian Joyner 
(Gift Card Winner) Joseph 
Sandoval, Paul Elliott and James 
Warren. 

2nd Quarter Zero Incident/Accident 
Safety winners in Elkridge & Baltimore, 
MD, IC3 Project, & Northern Virginia. 
Everyone received safety shirts. 

2nd Quarter Zero Incident/Accident 
Safety Drawing winners:  From left to 
right:  1st runner up Erik F. Melendrez-
Jacome won a $250 gift card and 2nd 
runner up Ronnie Upchurch won a 
$150 gift card and card.    

3rd runner up Brian Joyner won 
a $100 gift card. 

Safety shirt winners in     
Hampton, VA: Jason Portock,       
Randall Scott and George 
Thompson. 

Safety shirt winners in Hampton, 
VA: Mark Murray and Tillman 
Turner. 



Message from the Vice President: Promotions  
With the rapid growth of Midasco, LLC and the prospect of expanding our operations throughout the East coast, we 
have realized the need for a new level of leadership in our operations.  The new level, Director of Construction, will 
be responsible for profit/loss for the projects, communicating company mission, vision, values, goals, and policies 
and ensure that the teams are supporting them.  The Director of Construction will directly supervise the project 
managers and will report to the Vice President.  Daily responsibilities will include assuring consistency in project 
management, scheduling, production, conducting job review and operations meetings, and overseeing the training, 
development and review of all operations staff. 
 
Due to the geographic footprint of Midasco, LLC the new position requires two regional directors.  As such, it gives 
me great pleasure in announcing the promotions of Joe Pagan as the Director of Construction for MD and VA based 
in Elkridge, MD and Jim Hemrich as the Director of Construction for NC, SC and GA based in Atlanta, GA.   Both men 
have demonstrated the qualities required to provide the leadership and direction that this role requires.  
 

Please join me in congratulating Joe and Jim on their promotions. 
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Starting a New Project 

Greg Gresko                               
Vice President 

On July 29, 2010, Seth Kelly and Robert Beach installed the Temporary Electric to the inspector’s field office.  This 
marks the beginning of yet another new project for Midasco.  The new project is called, “The Fort McHenry Tunnel 
Lane Control and Dynamic Message Sign System Upgrade.”  The Maryland Transportation Authority is replacing all 
of the old electronic signs in and around the tunnel.  Midasco is the prime contractor on this project.  The project is 
valued at 1.7 million dollars and is expected to begin in Mid-September and will finish in June of 2011.  As you 
travel through the tunnel this fall, you can begin to notice our new signs. 

 

 

Michael Klohr                     
Project Manager 

Jim Hemrich                              
Director of Construction—
NC, SC, and GA 

Joe Pagan                        
Director of Construction—
MD and VA. 



Jobs in Progress 
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Job No.:  09-14-00, NCDOT @ LED Signal 
Upgrades, City of Durham:  Gregory Arnette 
and Kevin Ashby changing out signal heads. 

Job No.:  09-14-00, NCDOT @ LED Signal   
Upgrades, City of Durham:  Kevin Ashbey, Sr. 
working on signal heads. 

Job No.: 07-15-00, CK Constructors, a 
Joint Venture of Corman Construction and 
Kiewit Corporation:  Foreman Jeff      
Landerman and crew installing control 
cabinets. 

Job No.: 07-15-00, CK Constructors, a Joint 
Venture of Corman Construction and Kiewit 
Corporation:  Foreman Jose Gomez and crew 
installing high mast luminaries. 

Job No.:  06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495 
HOT Lanes:   Foremen Tim Sprague and     
Richard Henderson taking down an over head 
sign structure. 

Job No.:  06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495 
HOT Lanes:   Foremen Tim Sprague and     
Richard Henderson taking down an over head 
sign structure. 
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Jobs in Progress 

Job No.: 09-10-00, Maryland Transportation       
Authority @ Signing North of Fort McHenry Tunnel: 
Subcontractor RN’G Construction drilling           
foundations for ground mount signs. 

Job No.: 09-10-00, Maryland Transportation       
Authority @ Signing North of Fort McHenry    
Tunnel:  Subcontractor RN’G Construction      
installing guard rail. 

Job No.:  09-01-00, Maryland Aviation          
Administration @ Phase II Signs at BWI:         
Subcontractor, RN’G Construction crews       
installing cantilever signs. 

Job No.:  09-01-00, Maryland Aviation          
Administration @ Phase II Signs at BWI:         
Subcontractor, RN’G Construction crews      
installing cantilever signs. 

Job No.: 07-15-00, CK Constructors, a Joint 
Venture of Corman Construction and Kiewit 
Corporation:  Foreman Tim Sprague and crew 
pouring a concrete pad for a 1600 amp     
electrical service to run street and under 
bridge lighting on Telegraph Road. 

Job No.: 07-15-00, CK Constructors, a Joint 
Venture of Corman Construction and Kiewit 
Corporation:  Foreman Tim Sprague and crew 
pouring a concrete pad for a 1600 amp  
electrical service to run street and under 
bridge lighting on Telegraph Road. 
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Jobs in Progress 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Job No.:  06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495 HOT 
Lanes:   Foreman Richard Henderson and crew taking 
down a sign structure on the Little River turnpike. 

Job No.:  06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495 
HOT Lanes:  Foreman Richard Henderson 
and crew taking down a sign structure on 
the Little River turnpike. 

Job No.: 08-03-00, Skanska @ Norfolk Light 
Rail, HRT 40:  Leonard Madison cutting loops 
on Plume Street. 

 Job No.: 08-03-00, Skanska @ Norfolk Light Rail, HRT 
40:  Foreman Jason Portock and crew members Brian 
Joyner and Randall Scott installing junction boxes for 
traffic signals on Granby Street. 

Job No.:  07-14-00, A Joint Venture of Shirley             
Contracting Company,  Facchina Construction              
Company and Trumbull Corporation @ ICC, Contract C: 
Foreman Elmer Sandoval and crew installing manhole 
and conduit and tamping trench on the west end.             

Job No.:  07-14-00, A Joint Venture of Shirley             
Contracting Company,  Facchina Construction              
Company and Trumbull Corporation @ ICC,      
Contract C:  Foreman Al Caton and crew member 
installing rings and cable on high mast poles.        
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Jobs in Progress 

  
 

Job No.:  07-14-00,  A Joint Venture of Shirley             
Contracting Company,  Facchina Construction              
Company and Trumbull Corporation @ ICC, Contract C:  
unloading a dynamic message sign at the west end. 

Job No.:  09-14-00, NCDOT @ LED Signal Upgrades, 
City of Durham:  Gregory Arnette and Kevin 
Ashby hanging signal heads. Job No.:  09-08-00, NCDOT @ Craven County ITS 

DMS CCTV System:  Forman Robert Brown installing 
pedestrian signal heads. 

Job No.: 07-07-00, VDOT @ Regional Traffic 
Signal Maintenance:  Crew members Chris 
Jones and Jose Villalba test pitting for utilities 
and installing junctions boxes. 

Job No.:  07-07-00, VDOT Regional Traffic    
Signal Maintenance: Jose Villabla investigating 
a cabinet for power options.  

Job No.:  07-14-00,  A Joint Venture of Shirley             
Contracting Company,  Facchina Construction              
Company and Trumbull Corporation @ ICC, 
Contract C:  Crew Leader Henry Guidel and 
crew setting manholes on ramp ES on the 
west end.                    
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Safety 

 
Midasco strives to be the very best contractor to work for.  We strive to achieve this by first and foremost making safety THE 
top priority.  We feel that we have created a culture that puts the responsibility of safety on each individual.  We hold              
individuals accountable for their errors, but also provide incentives for those who follow the program. 

Midasco implemented a Zero Injury Concept in 2009 and has carried it through 2010.  As a reminder, the program            
guidelines are as follows. 

Employees must be: 

 Be accident free 

 Have no OSHA recordable injuries 

 Adhere to all company policies and procedures 

 Drive safely, no vehicle damage, no moving violations and DVIR reports must all be turned in on time 

 Maintain good equipment reporting-DVIR and damages must be reported immediately. 

Note: Midasco will be monitoring driving, vehicle operation, equipment hours etc in tracking this data. 

How it works: 

1. The zero injury / incident program will be for the 2009-2010 Bonus year.  We will re-evaluate the program for 2011. 

2. Who participates?  All employees up to and including Foremen.  This includes:  laborers, operators, foremen, yard              
assistants, and mechanics. 

3. The program will be run on a quarterly basis with one (1) Grand Prize drawing at the end of the year.  For this year, the 
program will run from October 2009 through September 30, 2010 to coincide with the bonus program. 

4. The program will be monitored quarterly, i.e. tracking of the program guidelines.  Those who achieve ZERO               
occurrences in those quarters will be issued MIDASCO GEAR.  Gear will vary throughout the year.  Examples would 
include: Jackets, t-shirts, mugs, hats, sweatshirts etc. 

5. At the end of the Fiscal Year 3rd quarter, all employees who have truly had ZERO incidents will be entered into the end 
of year GRAND PRIZE DRAWING.  To be eligible for the Grand Prize, Employees MUST have been employed for a    
minimum of 365 days and had truly zero incidents for those 365 days.  This year Midasco will be giving away a One 
Week Cruise to a Tropical Island including $1000 spending money and additional week of PTO.  There are three      
runner up prizes as well that will be raffled off for truly zero incidents.  The 3rd runner up wins a Wii Entertainment  
System; the 2nd wins a Notebook Laptop and the 1st wins a 50” Flat Screen TV.  

6. Employees within their first 90 days of employment at the time of the drawing will not be eligible for any of the raffled 
prizes. 

7. This program is not to promote the non-reporting of incidents.  Midasco requires that all incidents/accidents/injuries, 
no matter how small, be reported immediately.  Should an employee not report an incident or accident, it will be a 
disciplinary issue, and that employee (s) will be disqualified for any safety incentives for that quarter. 

8. Employee will need to be employed with Midasco at the time of any drawings, pay outs, rewards etc. mentioned.  Zero 
Injuries is the only concept that correlates with Midasco’s true vision for its employees.  The values that started this 
company carry through and through even today.  The personnel are not only employees, but family.  As family        
members, we never want to see them hurt.  It is all our duties to protect the well-being of each other. 

At the time this article was written, the following employees remain eligible for the Grand Prize: 

Santos Samir Espinal, Helmer Andrada, Robert Brown, William Burton IV, Jose Carcamo, Rene Echeveria-Monge, Servelio 
Echeverria-Serrano, Marvin Edwards, Juan Escobar, Jose Espana Castillo, Santos Espinal, Dery Gudiel, Henry Gudiel, Silvestre 
Gudiel, Jairo Guzman, William Harkleroad, Mack Harrell, James Hartwell, Edward Heck,Jason Herring, John Herring, Lester 
Jacome, Brian Joyner, Jeffrey Landerman, Napoleon Martinez, Melvin Mayorga, Alan Minear, Mark Murray, Billy Page, Jason 
Portock, Marcus Reeves, Elmer Sandoval, Joseph Sandoval, Daniel Spears, Clay Stewart, Tibebe Tafese, George Thompson, 
Tillman Turner, Ronnie Upchurch, Jose Villalba and Michael Weaver. 

Congrats! 

Rick Tormo                                      
Director of Human Resources 
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Top Bonus Earner: Paul Elliott 
Foreman Hampton, VA. Read all 

about it on page 7. 
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            Zero Injury Zero Incident                                                                      
                          2010 Campaign 

Grand Prize:                                                                                                                
One Week Cruise to a Tropical Destination...                                                             
$1000 Spending Money...                                                                                                         
An Extra Week Paid Vacation! 
 

Runner Up Prizes:                                                  
1st Runner Up—50” Flat Screen TV 

2nd Runner Up—Notebook Laptop 

3rd Runner Up—Wii Entertainment System 


